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F109-1:(Variegated Wonder X Inner Dark-
ness) Work continues to broaden the colours 
and patterns in Iris with variegated foliage. 
This seedling will hopefully lead to a black 
and white plicata with variegated foliage.

There was a few spare pages in this season’s catalogue so we thought we would share with you some seedlings that 
had their maiden bloom in the spring of 2018. Please note that none of the Iris on the following pages are for sale.

F44-2: (Colours of the Wind X Go Loco) Very fun lined pattern 
Iris. Gorgeous form with wide overlapping falls and ruffles. Stun-
ning pattern that is set off by the bright beards and apricot hafts.

X

Colours of the Wind 
has been used a lot 
in our lined breed-
ing program and has 
proved to be a good 
parent. Go Loco has 
not been used as 
much as we would 
like but seeing the 
results it will defi-
nitely be used more. 
It seems very dom-
inant in passing on 
its wonderful form. 

Go Loco (2019) 

Colours of the Wind

F44-2

X

Volcanic Glow (left) has proven 
time and time again that it is a won-
derful parent. Passing on amazing 
plant habits like growth and  stems. 

Wedding Night (left) has been 
a very difficult parent for us. It 
rarely sets pods and often does 
not give viable pollen. Hope-
fully the progeny we get out of 
it does not have this problem.

X
Variegated Wonder Inner Darkness

F67-1: (Blyth A50-2:(Frostfall x R41-4:(P157-1:(N275-1:(L280-1: (G75-A:(E99-
1:(B132-2: Holiday Lover x Love Comes) x Bygone Era) x (E158-2: (B202-1: Affaire 
x (Z55-3: (X108-2 x X108-10: Chocolate Vanilla sibs)) x (B164-1: Chocolate Vanilla 
x Electrique))) x (G63-G: Mandarin Morning Sib)) x (L133-1: I’m Dreaming sib)) x 
(O228-4: (L133-7: I’m Dreaming sib) x (L304-1: Platinum Class sib)) X Volcanic Glow) 

Blyth A50-2: (Frostfall 
x R41-4) The result of a 
cross between a self and 
amoena plicata. You can 
definitely see this par-
ents influence in its child.  

Volcanic Glow shows 
its talent yet again in 
this seedling.  Hope-
fully this cross will 
lead to many differ-
ent luminata patterns! 

Volcanic Glow

F21-1: (Volcanic 
Glow X Wedding 
Night) Coming 
from our line to 
darken the luminata 
pattern comes this 
intriguing beauty.  
A luminata-plicata 
in a very odd co-
lour. Not quite what 
we were expecting  
but stunning none-
theless. 

A50-2

F72-2:(Secret Status X V321-1:(Raise 
Your Glass sib)) One of Bailey’s fa-
vourite to have its maiden bloom. 

X
Secret Status V321-1

F98-1

X

F98-1:(Georgette 
Silk X Read Be-
tween the Lines) 
A stunning result 
from two great 
parents. The only 
seedling to ger-
minate and bloom, 
needless to say 
the cross was re-
peated!
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Spring of 2018 did not disappoint with the quality of the first time bloom seedlings being very high. 

Work still continues on the flat formed Bearded Iris. It has been amazing to see how quickly good results have 
been coming out of our flat breeding line.  From what we can gather, flat form is almost certainly a recessive 
trait. Meaning that in order for it to show up in a seedling, flat form must be in both the pod and pollen parent. 
This does not mean however that both parents need to be flat. This information is extremely useful if you are 
interested in breeding flats for yourself. Some of the results are shown below, an all round great year for flats!

F32-1: (Chaos Theory X New Perspective) A stunning 
flat coming from two flat parents. It was saved for obvious-
ly being flat and its great growth habits and stem.  We will 
be testing out its fertility this next coming Spring.  ‘Chaos 
Theory’ has proven to be a reliable and fertile parent. As 
mentioned in last years catalogue it can be used as both 
pod and pollen parent. Although we haven’t seen anything 
from it as yet being used as a pollen parent we are sure it 
will be equally as good. ‘New Perspective’  has proven to 
be a very difficult parent. It’s pod sterile and reluctantly 
gives  pollen.  There are many more seedlings to bloom 
in this cross which should bloom this coming Spring.

X
Chaos Theory

New PerspectiveF32-1

Here are some crosses we made during 2018 to fur-
ther our goal. Some we will see bloom during Spring 2020!
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F74-1: (Chaos Theory X Fiasco) The first of two seed-
lings to bloom in this cross. It did not disappoint! A con-
sistent flat that has six falls and six beards on all blooms. 
Amazing branching with 9 buds on a stem. On the shorter 
side coming in at around 34”. Excuse the slightly dam-
aged boom in the photo but I couln’t help myself and had 
to start unfurling it before it was ready.  Unfortunately 
I was unable to get any pods to set on it and it had no 
usable pollen. Hopefully I can get something to set us-
ing it as either pod or pollen parent  this coming Spring.

X
Chaos Theory

FiascoF74-1

X
Chaos Theory

FiascoF74-2

F74-2: (Chaos Theory X Fiasco) The second of the only 
two seedlings in the cross. Again, wonderful stems with 
a high bud count, a bit taller at around 38”. Unfortante-
ly it was very inconsistent with most blooms not stay-
ing flat. The photo shown is one of the better blooms 
that we seen. If it proves to be too inconsistent it will 
more than likely get the chop. Which is unfortunate be-
cause we like the bloom on this one better than it’s sib-
ling. It is a pattern that has never been seen before in a 
flat formed Iris. Hopefully it will sort itself out in Spring. 

X

Star Maker Why Be Normal

X

TI225YY Full Disclosure

X

Variegated Wonder Why Be Normal
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